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Abstract Subscripts

• electron i ion a neutral
A systematic investigation of instabilities in multi- lue o n unperturbed dynami variable

component non-equilibrium MPD thruster flows is in
progress at the IRS since 1987. One of the main objects Superscripts
of study is the onset of performance-limiting instabili-
ties in MPD thrusters. Contrary to the lines of study value for maximum growth rate mode
in the USA, the researchers at the IRS concentrate on
macroscopic and drift instabilities as only these are con- 1 Introduction
sidered capable of driving such effects as charge carrier
depletion and/or current chopping. A systematic investigation of magnetoplasmadynamic
Using the Computer Algebra system MAPLE, via a instabilities occurring in MPD thrusters was started
one-fluid and a two-fluid model of the plasma, links at the Institut fuir Raumfahrtsysteme (IRS) in 1987.
can be established and the instabilities found in a full Macroscopic and/or drift instabilities are suspected to
three-fluid formalism can be identified. Out of the one- favour or even to cause the "onset" phenomenon limit-
fluid and two-fluid models of a plasma, analytically ap- ing the development of highly efficient thrusters. Con-
proximated expressions for the unstable roots of the trary to the lines of study in the USA 1, 2, the re-
linear dispersion relation may be calculated, giving the searchers at the IRS concentrate on macroscopic and
explicit dependence of the oscillation frequencies and drift instabilities, since only these are considered to be
linear growth rates on the wave vector and the various able to drive such effects as charge carrier depletion
plasma parameters. and/or current chopping.

Nomenclature The linear dispersion relation for a simplified three-fluid
S mag i i i ai i formalism has been derived by Rempfer et al.3 and its

S magnetic induction n particle density
A electric field strength T temperature numerical solution showed the appearance of a macro-

f current density i7 velocity scopic electrostatic instability which was identified as
A thermal conductivity m mass an electron acoustic wave instability (Fig. 1). This in-
v collision frequency t7 viscosity stability causes an anomalous energy transfer from the
r energy equilibration time ,on ionization energy
9 specific heat ratio e electron charge electrons to the neutral component which may influence
kg Boltzmann constant A permeability the charge carrier balance.
r mass flow rate I current

Keq equilibrium constant C permittivity This study was continued using the same formalism but
Seo ioniz. reaction rate t time including the effects of electric and magnetic fields, fi-
Sbb radiative energy flux Re real part nite gradients of the flow variables and dissipative terms
c, rel. gradient in x-direct. Sm imaginary part
w complex frequency k wave vector as well4 . Up to five instabilities were found, depending

vd drift velocity wp plasma frequency on the importance assigned to various transport pro-
Vth thermal velocity vph phase velocity cesses. Among these five instabilities, only two are of
kD wave number corr. to AD AD Debye length particular interest since they are purely gradient driven.
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Fig. 1: Locus with electron acoustic wave instability Fig. 3: Loci w(2) with space charge instability
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Fig. 2: Loci w(3 ) with acoustic instability ig. 4: Pierce instability . 4: Piere in an unbounded plasma

The root loci containing these instabilities (arbitrarily method s , effectively showed an interruption of the cm
numbered Nr.1 and Nr.2) are plotted for various values rent density in the nonlinear development to fifth orde
of the relative gradient in Fig. 3 and Fig. 2.

With the properties of its oscillation frequency and ii
With its properties We(w( 2)) ; 0 and v( ) a 0 the growth rate being proportional to the relative densit
instability Nr.2 was tentatively identified as a space gradient, vh 21 vth, and the value of its wave nun

since its nonlinear evolution leads to the so-called cur- gradient-modified electron acoustic wave instability.
rent chopping instability which manifests itself through
strong current/voltage oscillations. In a recent paper by These results show that macroscopic drift and grad

the authors5 it was demonstrated that the Pierce in- ent driven instabilities can be excited in MPD thrust.

stability, originally defined in a bounded plasma 6, can plasma flows and may be a possible explanation fc

also appear in an unbounded system in the presence the performance-limiting onset. Using the computer a

of gradients of the unperturbed variables. Fig. 4 shows gebra system MAPLE, one-fluid, two-fluid and a fu

the root locus "a" for an infinitely extended plasma three-fluid formalisms will be investigated and the ui

with the Pierce instability being the solution mode with stable roots of their linear dispersion relations identifie

maximum growth rate 7* and the properties and discussed.

Re(w*) = 0 and 7* = -m(w*) = Ve o , (1) 2 Plasma Flow Models

where veo is the electron drift velocity and cn o the
relative electron density gradient. A calculation of the The full three-fluid model of the plasma flow resul

nonlinear evolution of this instability in a four-fluid in a system of 21 scalar nonlinear partial differenti

formalism by Maurer et al.7 , using a quasi-analytical equations, which comprise continuity, momentum an
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energy equations as well as Maxwell's equations. With The three energy equations include thermal conductiv-
r being the net particle production rate through non- ity, radiative emission and collisional energy exchange:

equilibrium ionization/recombination reactions, k Te mev

r = ne - n--f-) Sea , (2) -1 2 O

+ndiv[L + v , + en, .

three continuity equations are considered:

+i, - div P -div (A,grad T,)+io r+Sbb (9)

-7 +div(n, e)- = 0, (3) +n,kBTedivi,-2?,(def ,) 2 + jrl(div F,) 2

at m (--)+-- a)-
-- + div(nii7,) - r = 0, (4) m L- e, -v) ma+e,

[me+m, me+ma (

--a +div(na)+r = 0. (5) (nTe-niT,) (n,T,-naTa) 0
+- / \ =  0 ,

(C-1) re, rea

The three momentum equations include viscosity and
collisional momentum exchange:

Sm 2 t ;-l+ 2 )r at (kT m
mer+f+e +e a (, .grad\ x-1 2 at

+grad(nksBT) + en,(E + ie x B) +nidiv [( + 2+ ) vi - enii *- E

-9,div (grad i7) - 3gegrad (div if) (6) +v,. div i -div (Agrad T) (10)

m, m.

rn, me (fie -+ Mi ) +nikBTidiv ;,-2r/(def U,)2+ r/i(div 16l)2

+nevea (e -Fa) = 0, evi maa . .+ m + ma +nimi i--+ -v )+ mi +,a i-v) -
[m +me m,+i J

miir+min, +(6 grad) kB r(nT -neT) + (nT -naTa)
(K-l) Te, T

+grad(nikBT) - en,(E + 6i x B)

1
-ri7div(grad i) - r7igrad(divvi6) (7) (kBT ma

mi + ma (Kr-1 2

-ma r + mana, [V + (ia . grad)iU +V, -div Pa-div (A.grad Ta) (11)
J 2

+grad (nakBTa) +n.kB Tadiv i -2a.(def a)2 + 2a(div ,.)2

-rldiv (grad i) - r17grad (div F.) (8) +namn [ meva (.-_ e)+ mivLi (_-,i) 1 F
m [ma +me, ma+m, J

+n "a+me e) B (naTa-ne,T) (naT-nT,) 0

mam, (-1) r, Tai
+naovai ( 0. - i) = 0. -) L

ma + mi
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Fig. 5: Cylindrical MPD thruster ZT1-IRS Fig. 6: Local reference system at the point "*"

The two Maxwell's equations are: remain unperturbed and, thus, the system reduces t
11 scalar equations 9 10.

aE
rot B-pocoEr' - -oe(nivi--n,6e) = 0 , (12) The point which is investigated is situated close to th

anode Nr. 2 (see "*" in Fig. 5) and the cylindrical geor
o B _ ( etry of the thruster allows several simplifications whici

rot E + - 0 (13)a t are shown in Fig. 6. Further simplifications are mad
for all models 4' 9:

In this formalism, the plasma is assumed to be com-
posed of electrons, singly ionized ions and neutrals. The
details of the derivation of the equations (3)-(13) can 1. The transport coefficients v, ry, A, r and the radi

be found in other reports 9' 10 ation term Sbb are constant,

In order to identify the instabilities calculated with the 2. the ionization/recombination reactions are frozen

three-fluid theory, they have to be compared to known
instabilities", 6. However, the latter have been derived 3. the axial flow velocity is zero,

using simplified plasma models and it can be assumed 4 in n and T are considered,
that they will not occur here in their usual shape but in
a modified one, given the variety of processes considered and k i
in this formalism. Therefore, other plasma models have
to be investigated.

The numerical values for the plasma parameters ar
A model of a nonreacting and fully ionized plasma with calculated according to the plasma state9 at the poin
electrons and singly ionized ions is obtained by using "*" and are given in Table 1. Furthermore the range
the equations (3), (4), (6), (7), (9), (10), (12) and (13) of variation for k, and En are9:
only and setting

0 < k < ko rad/m (14
r = O, v.a = , ret =00, = e,i .

and
This reduces the formalism to a system of 16 scalar 0 < e < 5000 1/m. (15
equations' 10. The transition from the partly ionized
plasma to the two-fluid model eliminates the influence A mathematically correct linearization of the syste

A mathematically correct linearization of the systen
of the neutral component.of the neutral componentof equations requires that all the gradients of the un
The model of a fully ionized plasma is further simpli- perturbed variables are zero. However, since especiall;
fled if it is assumed that the heavier ions essentially the influence of finite gradients is investigated here
dominate the momentum balance and that the oscilla- a deviation from the mathematical correctness has ti
tory movements are only made by the electrons. The be accepted. This deviation remains small if the un
formalism which considers only the electron behaviour perturbed plasma does not change over an oscillatioi
with an unperturbed ion background is called here a period 9 . Thus, a supplementary condition is given i
"one-fluid theory" and is obtained in using the system the Fourier space:

of the equations (3), (6), (9), (12) and (13) only. In this
case, the dynamic variables of the ions are assumed to Icz < I . (16
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neo=2.7042 1021 1/m 3  nio= 2 .7 04 2 -1021 1/m 3  no0 =2.3696 - 1020 1/m 3

T,0 =13000 K T,o,=13000 K To0 =13000 K

Veo 0 =551.88 m/s vio,o=- 2 .04 51 m/s vao =0.0000 m/s

Eo,=-83.23 V/m Boy =-1.5882 -10- 2  T jio =-2.4000 - 105  A/m 2

me=9.1095 10- 31  kg mi=6.6335 -10- 26  kg m,=6.6336 • 10- 26  kg

Ae=3.4654 10- 1  W/Km iA=1.1429 10- 5  W/Km A,=4.2581 .10- 3  W/Km

7,e=1.5613 10- 8  Ns/m 2  ri=4.2134 10- 6  Ns/m 2  r.=6.8117 10- 4  Ns/m "

ee,=3 .1086 1010 1/s vie=2.1981 1010 1/s v.,=1.2436 -10 1/s

v,,=2.1981 1010 1/s vii=1.1520 108 1/s vi=5.0911 106 1/s

ve=1.0898 106 1/s via= 4 .4 6 1 2 105 1/s v,,=6.2436 104 1/s

ri=1.6565 10- 6  s r7a=3.3624 - 10- 6  s e,,=2.5058 -10- 2  s

rie=1.6565 10- 6  s r i=2.9464 10-' s r,,=2.1958 10- 3  s

K=5/3 - ion=2 .52 4 9 10- 18 J Se,=0.0000 m3 /s

E,=1.0000 - o=8.8542 10- 12  F/m /0=1.2566 10- 6  H/m

kB=1.3807- 10- 23  J/K e=1.6022 10- 19  C AD =1.0699 10- 7  m

vhe,= 4 .4 3 8 7 -105  m/s vthi=1. 64 4 9 -103 m/s th, =1.6449 - 103 m/s

Wpe= 2 .9 3 3 7 1012 rad/s wi,=1.0872 - 1010 rad/s Wh=1.0 3 5 2 - 107 rad/s

we=2.7934 109 rad/s wi=3.8360 - 104 rad/s w,h= 2 .9 3 3 7 1012 rad/s

Table 1: Numerical values for Argon plasma parameters and constants

3 One-Fluid Model Results some similarity with the instability found by Rempfer
et al. (Fig. 1), but the latter one cannot appear in this

plasma model since it describes an interaction between
The linear dispersion relation has been calculated with plasma odel since it describes an interaction between

electrons and neutrals.
the help of MAPLE after all the plasma parameters ex-
cept w, k. and e, have been replaced by the numerical 10
values given in Table 1. It has the form of a complex - 1 I
polynomial in w with complex coefficients and has been "
numerically solved with the quadruple precision pro- 0'2 -

gram CPZERO from the SLATEC library 9. The dis- - .. Z -
persion diagram with the roots for r = 5 000 1/m is -o 10-
shown in Fig. 7.

Comparing with Fig. 4 it can be seen that the shapes of o0 '
the roots "a" and "c" are modified. Especially, the locus I
part Re(wa)< 0 has disappeared and Re(w.) ; 0 now 1
occurs for C, < kz <Wpe /eo, thus, increasing the sim- '

ilarity with the root w(2) in Fig. 3. The additional de- -10 -1o2 -0'o -'' 10' 1012 10"
grees of freedom in the one-fluid formalism seem to have S,(w) [ rad/s ]
produced a duplication of the root wc symmetrically
to the imaginary axis. A new unstable root, wd, shows Fig. 7: One-fluid dispersion diagram, c, = 5000 1/m
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Fig. 8: Properties of the root w c Fig. 9: Properties of the root e

The remaining roots We, We' and w,, are damped 3rm(W) ~ - 7, .Ve r 1-1 "eoTeo
transversal modes, which are not investigated in this Igroh
work. Ve2i + 1

The root "a" is of particular interest and its properties pes d n
are shown in Fig. 8 for various values of . It can be wih v = 1 ms an
changesThis demonstrates that in the is a space charge instabilit
rate, k* # 0, Re(w) as 0 and 7* ~ VeCCn, According The root "d" is damped for small values of c,, but i
to (1) this is the specific property of the space charge becomes unstable beyond a critical value of the rela
instability, tive gradient (Fig. 9) and the maximum growth rat,

Taking Boy = 0 instead of the value given in Table 1, no i . T er
changes in the properties of the instability w can be free up to large values of k, with Vph = 183.96 m/s anq

Vgr = 183.96 m/s being of the order of the electron drifdetected. This is plausible since the axial flow velocity v ina the pree of a di wave .
was set equal to zero and, furthermore, the unperturbed Hwv, th cte (6 i not fli a the rae
magnetic induction field is too weak to produce an ef- fHowever, the criterion (16) is not fulfilled and there
magnetic induction field is too weak to produce an ef-

t wt , > ,, . t t fore it is not sure whether this instability really existsfect with vi > w,.. Thus, the transversal modes of
S , Analogous to the root wa, an approximate analyticathe dispersion relation can be separated from the lon- can be erive 9 :

expression for Wd can be derived-:gitudinal modes, making possible the calculation of an
approximated analytical solution 9: 1 (1

kl, [Eneo+ETO + 2eEo, 1 2

e(o,)) 0 3.o, r , (19

Je(O) x c,'o e D 3km Vh :. O m(Wd) -- e0-De . (20

2ve~o + .- + O(k] (17) The critical value of the relative gradient then become

3Ui.hep3rJ ' (eno)c'it. = 3/(2veorTe)

6
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4 Two-Fluid Model Results 10o

The fact that the oscillation frequencies for the instabil-
ities of the one-fluid model are significantly below the - /-

ion plasma frequency wp, makes it necessary to investi- - -

gate the instabilities in a two-fluid model in which the " . -
ion behaviour is no longer ignored. The root loci of the C - " i
linear dispersion relation are shown in Fig. 10. The ad-
ditional degrees of freedom of the two-fluid system lead

to the appearance of one more transversal mode "e"'" -' -o

and three more longitudinal modes "b", "b'" and "d". - [
-10" _102 _106 -, 10' 1012 106

Considering the root wd out of Fig. 7, it can be seen rad

that it has split up into Wd and Wd' in Fig. 10.

It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the shape of the root Fig. 10: Two-fluid dispersion diagram, , = 5 000 1/m

w, has been seriously modified by the ions. There is
now also a locus part with Re(w) < 0, hence allowing T
the existence of a point which has exactly Re(wa)=0. 10o'

For values of ~, below a critical value, however, the
small mobility of the ions seems to be able to compen-
sate for the space charge created by the electrons in ,
such a way that this solution mode is either damped or -
only weakly unstable. In this case the maximum growth
rate solution has a small but finite oscillation frequency
Re(w*) > 0. Nevertheless because -y > 3Re(w*), this -10_
solution still represents a space charge instability since
it leads to a current chopping instability long before one -
oscillation cycle is accomplished 7 . If c, is large enough, -1o o0 o

*IR(u) [ rad/s ]compensation by the ion mobility is no longer possible
and the maximum growth occurs for Re(w ) = 0, with Fig. 11: Shapes of wa, depending on ,
k= fulfilling the condition (16). With c, being below or
above the critical value, it is -y ~ v 0eo C (Fig. 13), with
slope 8/e,(7-y) being larger in the latter case. There- ___

fore the authors are of the opinion that w* is a space M
charge instability.

The ions have a great influence on the shape of the root -

wd as can be seen in Fig. 12. For small values of c, the -

oscillation frequency of the maximum growth rate mode
has small but finite values, Re(w ) > 0 and v* a V

and the root is nearly dispersion-free for Re(wd) > 0. _-10_
These are the same properties that were found for this
instability in the one-fluid model. For 200 < _= < 1 600

1/m however, the root wd shows Re(w*)= 0 and vh = 0 -10 0 10'

which is characteristic for the space charge instability. R (W() [ rad/s

With c_ > 2 400 1/m the shape of wd changes again Fig. 12: Shapes of wd, depending on c,
to give Re(w ) > 0 and vh > Vo,. For the unstable
domains of the root wd, the condition (16) is not fulfilled
and, thus, its existence is not certain. to variations of the plasma parameters. Hence it is not
In the special case when cr = 0 and thus, ~e [wa(k)] = 0 possible to obtain reliable analytical approximations for
and 3'm[w (k,)] =0, the root Wd has a net tendency to them. Given a certain variation domain for the various
fill the space left by the root w. in the complex plane plasma parameters, it is technically impossible to iden-
(Fig. 11 and 12). This shows that both solutions w, tify and isolate the dominant terms in subexpressions
and Wd are strongly correlated and are very sensitive e.g. the square root of a sum of 30 000 operands.

7
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Fig. 13: Properties of the root wa Fig. 14: Properties of the root wb

The roots we and wb, resemble the pair of long the two remaining ones, "f" and "f'", show oscillatic
wavelength instabilities in a fully ionized plasma, frequencies similar to those of the roots "b" and "b'", i
which are known as macroscopic ion acoustic wave dicating a possible relationship between the two pair
instabilities11, 12. Their properties are supposed to be Despite the fact, that the collisional frequencies ve.
Vph « Vthi and vgr h in the case where Te0 = Ti0.  Via, Vae and vPi are close to the oscillation frequenci
However, with Wb this is here only true in a domain of the two-fluid model instabilities, no greater influenc
where we is damped. For the instability w* it follows of the neutrals can be detected, except for Wb,. Th
V*h > Vthi and k* < Er (Fig. 14) and its existence is is probably due to the small concentration of neutr-
also not certain. The work is still being done at the IRS particles (ca, 4%) in the investigated plasma. A sma
to get the derivation of an analytically approximated
expression for Wb. o"

5 Three-Fluid Model Results ,,

It is the belief of the authors at the IRS, that - , - i -
performance-limiting instabilities can occur in the
vicinity of the anode where electrons and ions coexist C7 

0 t
with neutral atoms in the presence of gradients of the
flow variables. In order to study the influence of the -- -

neutral particles on the instabilities, a full three-fluid -1o' -

model has been investigated and the results are shown - - .L -

Four additional damped solutions are found, two of
which in the region around "d'". For low values of k, Fig. 15: Three-fluid dispersion diagram, c, = 5000 1/i

8
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influence on wa is given for c, S 100 1/m, which may Conclusions
be explained by fa 1/r,.

Concerning the instability w*, it is demonstrated, that Based on the solutions of the linear dispersion relations
this is the space charge instability, W(

2
) was supposed to for one-fluid, two-fluid and three-fluid formalisms, the

be in the simplified three-fluid model4 . The differences space charge instability was identified and its excita-
between ( 2) and wa are probably due to an uncor- tion in a three-fluid model of an unbounded plasma was
rect consideration of the transport processes either in demonstrated. This instability leads in its non-linear
the modeling or in the choice of the numerical values, evolution to the current chopping instability, a gas dis-
This is the only instability to fulfill the mathematical charge effect which manifests itself through strong cur-
correctness criterion (16), and thus, it may be excited rent/voltage oscillations of large amplitude, a possible
in MPD thrusters. The calculations of the nonlinear explanation of the onset phenomenon.
evolution of u)* made by Maurer et al. with the helpevolution of made by Maurer et al. with the help A further investigation showed also the appearance of
of a quasi-analytical method7 * showed local current an macroscopic ion acoustic wave instability in a fully
density interruptions at a frequency which is in good

Swih t e i s s ionized plasma, which may transform into an macro-
agreement with the experimental measurements 3 . scopic electron acoustic wave instability in the case of a
The instability w* does not fulfill (16) in the three-fluid partially ionized plasma. Although the latter leads usu-
formalism either. Thus, only a hint is given that w* may ally to an anomalous energy transfer from the electrons
be excited, but its existence cannot be derived with the to the neutral component, the phase velocity of the in-
help of the normal-mode stability analysis alone, stability is too high here for the majority of the particles

to be in resonance with the wave. Thus, this instability
According to F. Cap", a macroscopic ion acoustic wave does not lead to anomalous resistivity. Further work has
instability may exist in fully ionized plasmas and a to be done in order to obtain an analytical expression
macroscopic electron acoustic wave instability in par- of this instability.
tially/weakly ionized gases. Both are damped by trans-
port processes like viscosity and heat conduction, but
the first leads to an anomalous heating of the ions Acknowledgements
whereas the neutrals are heated by the second. Since
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